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We introdu e a novel approa h to general se ure multiparty
omputation that avoids the intensive use of veri able se ret sharing
hara terizing nearly all previous proto ols in the literature. Instead,
our s heme involves manipulation of iphertexts for whi h the underlying private key is shared by parti ipants in the omputation. The bene ts
of this proto ol in lude a high degree of on eptual and stru tural simpli ity, low message omplexity, and substantial exibility with respe t
to input and output value formats. We refer to this new approa h as mix
and mat h.
While the atomi operations in mix and mat h are logi al operations,
rather than full eld operations as in previous approa hes, the te hniques
we introdu e are nonetheless highly pra ti al for omputations involving
intensive bitwise manipulation. One appli ation for whi h mix and mat h
is parti ularly well suited is that of sealed-bid au tions. Thus, as another
ontribution in this paper, we present a pra ti al, mix-and-mat h-based
au tion proto ol that is fully private and non-intera tive and may be
readily adapted to a wide range of au tion strategies.
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1 Introdu tion
Consider the following s enario. Ali e and Bob have respe tive fortunes A and
B . They wish to determine who is ri her, i.e., whether A > B , but do not wish

to reveal any additional information about their fortunes. This task is known as
the millionaires' problem [44℄. It is a spe ial instan e of the more general setting
in whi h Ali e and Bob, or indeed a larger number of players, wish to ompute

the output of a fun tion f on se ret inputs without revealing any additional
information.
Ali e and Bob an take one of several approa hes. They might on de their
fortunes to a trusted third party harged with the task of determining honestly
whether A > B and not leaking any information to either party. Alternatively,
they might onstru t a pie e of trusted hardware for the same purpose. It has
been known for some time, however, that Ali e and Bob an in fa t simulate a
trusted party or devi e in su h a way as to enable se ure omputation of general
fun tions [44, 27℄. Computation of this sort involving two or more players is
known as se ure multiparty omputation. For general fun tions f it is known as
general se ure multiparty omputation or se ure fun tion evaluation.
All of the urrent approa hes to general se ure multiparty omputation rely
on the simulation of a ir uit Cf for the fun tion f of interest. This ir uit is
typi ally viewed as being omposed of gates implementing two operators, su h
as + (modular addition) and  (modular multipli ation), that together allow
for the realization of an arbitrary omputable fun tion. In nearly every proto ol
in the literature with robustness against a tive adversaries, the lyn hpin is a
ryptographi primitive known as veri able se ret sharing (VSS), introdu ed in
[14℄. Players distribute their inputs to Cf by dealing shares to other players
through a VSS proto ol. At any stage in the omputation, on ealed values are
held distributively. To simulate a + gate, players perform lo al addition of their
shares. To simulate a  gate, they perform an intera tive proto ol involving
multipli ation of pairs of shares held by di erent players.
In this paper, we investigate a di erent approa h to se ure fun tion evaluation. Rather than employing multi-player sharing of individual inputs or intermediate omputational results, we onsider a representation of these values as
iphertexts. We on entrate in parti ular in this paper on use of the El Gamal
ryptosystem [24℄, although use of other semanti ally se ure ryptosystems, su h
as Cramer-Shoup [18℄, is possible. Distribution of trust among the players in our
s heme relies on sharing of a single, underlying private de ryption key. Players perform the operations required by the omputation using well established
te hniques for distributed manipulation of El Gamal iphertexts.
A brief sket h of our approa h is as follows. Having agreed upon a fun tion f
and a ir uit representation Cf , the players provide El Gamal iphertexts of their
input bits. Gates in Cf are ea h represented by a boolean fun tion, su h as AND
or NOT (although others are possible). For ea h gate, the players onstru t a
logi al table orresponding to the fun tion omputed by the gate, the entries in
this table onsisting of El Gamal iphertexts. In an initial blinding phase, the
players use a primitive known as a mix network to blind and perform row-wise
permutation of these tables in a distributed fashion. The basis of the subsequent
omputation phase, whi h we refer to as mat hing, is a primitive alled a plaintext equality test (PET ). The PET primitive enables players to determine in a
distributed fashion whether two given iphertexts represent the same plaintext.
Players evaluate the ir uit Cf iteratively, using PET to perform table lookups.
For ea h gate, they ompare iphertext input values to iphertext values in the

orresponding blinded logi al table. When the orre t row in the table is found,
the players obtain an output iphertext from the third olumn. Due to the use
of blinded permutation, they do not learn the plaintext orresponding to the
output value. The output iphertext is used as input to the next gate (table).
We refer to this approa h as mix-and-mat h omputation.
1.1

Previous work

The idea of performing se ure omputation by means of blinded table lookups
was essentially the basis for the original proposal of Yao [44℄, whose two-player
s heme was predi ated on the hardness of fa toring. Goldrei h, Mi ali, and
Wigderson [27℄ generalized the basis of Yao's s heme to use of any one-way
trapdoor permutation. The idea behind both approa hes in their two-party instantiations is as follows. Ali e onstru ts a ir uit Cf using boolean gates represented as randomly permuted, blinded logi al tables. Inputs to a gate (table)
are randomly generated tags representing di erent bit values. Ea h set of tags,
representing a given set of inputs to a table, serves as a de ryption key for a
parti ular row of the table, and thus a parti ular output tag for the gate. By
means of a 1-2 oblivious transfer proto ol, Ali e blindly transfers to Bob the
tags representing his input values for the ir uit, and also sends Bob her table
representation of Cf . For ea h gate in Cf , Bob uses the input tags to de rypt
output tags representing the orresponding gate output. He is thereby able to
evaluate Cf without further intera tion with Ali e. See [27℄ for further details.
Chaum, Damg
ard, and van de Graaf [12℄ extend the notion of blinded table
mixing and lookup to a multiparty s enario. In their s heme, ea h player in turn
blinds the logi al table for a given gate. The basis of this s heme is a homomorphi ommitment s heme that enables one player to alter the ommitment of
another without knowing the orre t de ommitment.1 Players provide ut-andhoose proofs of orre t behavior. The se urity of the s heme is un onditional
for one player, and for the others is based on the quadradi residuosity problem.
The Chaum et al. s heme is not robust against an a tive adversary, in the
sense that su h an adversary may orrupt the omputation irretrievably or for e
it to halt. To a hieve robustness, the authors re ommend in orporation of VSS
to enable re onstru tion of the ommitments in their s heme. Similarly, sin e
the introdu tion of se ure multiparty omputation in [27℄, su h proto ols have
generally employed VSS as a means of enfor ing robustness for the omputation
on ea h gate. Ben-Or, Goldwasser, and Widgerson [4℄ and Chaum, Crepeaud,
and Damg
ard [11℄ introdu ed the rst proto ols enabling se urity against an
a tive adversary in the non- ryptographi model, that is, one in whi h players
are assumed to have unbounded omputing power, but annot eavesdrop on
honest players. Their approa h has loosely formed the basis of the majority of
subsequent work, even some of the most re ent and eÆ ient onstru tions su h
as [15, 26℄.
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Manipulation of homomorphi ommitments by n players here in fa t yields a kind
of (n; n)-VSS proto ol in this s heme.

Other work related to our own is that of Franklin and Haber [22℄. As we
do here, they propose a se ure multiparty omputation method dependent on
manipulation of iphertexts. In their s heme, the underlying en ryption s heme
is a spe ial variant of El Gamal. The Franklin and Haber system, however, is
only se ure against passive adversaries.
While drawing on table-based approa hes to se ure fun tion evaluation, and
parti ularly on the frameworks presented in [12, 22℄, mix and mat h o ers robustness without the use of VSS on input values or sharing of intermediate values.
The mix-and-mat h approa h onsequently a hieves several bene ts unavailable
in onventional VSS-based approa hes:
1. Mix and mat h is on eptually very simple.
2. The message omplexity for mix and mat h is quite low. In the random
ora le model, the broad ast message omplexity is O(nN ) group elements,
where n is the number of players and N , the number of gates in the ir uit.
3. Sharing in mix and mat h o urs only at the level of a de ryption key, and
not for input or intermediate omputational values.
This last property means that mix and mat h has the advantage of natural
exibility in terms of both input and output formats and player parti ipation.
For example, players ontributing inputs need not even know what players or how
many will be performing the omputation, and need not themselves parti ipate.
Outputs may be made to take the form of iphertexts under an arbitrary key,
with no additional proto ol overhead. We note that a similar property emerges
in independent work by Cramer, Damg
ard, and Nielsen [16℄.
A drawba k to mix and mat h is the fa t that the atomi omputational unit
is the boolean formula, rather than the eld operations employed in se ure multiparty omputation s hemes based on [4℄. For many fun tions, therefore, su h
as threshold signature omputation [25℄, it is probably substantially less eÆ ient
than, e.g., [30℄. For fun tions involving intensive bitwise manipulations, however,
mix and mat h is highly ompetitive. A good example is the millionaires' problem, or natural multi-player extensions su h as au tion proto ols. To highlight
this strength, we present a exible non-intera tive au tion proto ol in this paper based on mix and mat h. This proto ol, as we show, has several pra ti al
advantages over state-of-the-art proposals for non-intera tive se ure au tions.
1.2

Organization

We present model details and de nitions in se tion 2. We des ribe our mixand-mat h s heme in se tion 3. In se tion 4, we brie y dis uss the literature on
au tion proto ols and outline a non-intera tive, fully private au tion proto ol
based on mix and mat h.

2 Model and Building Blo ks
In elaborating mix and mat h, we onsider the ryptographi model of se ure
multiparty omputation. This involves n players, P1 ; P2 ; : : : ; Pn , who are as-

sumed to share an authenti ated broad ast hannel, and an adversary with resour es polynomially bounded in all se urity parameters. We onsider an adversary who may orrupt up to t < n=2 of these players in an a tive fashion, i.e.,
the adversary gains a ess to their private information, and may govern their
behavior in an arbitrary fashion. We assume that the adversary is stati , that
is, she must hoose in advan e whi h players she wishes to orrupt. Our results
an be extended straightforwardly to more omplex adversarial stru tures. We
an a hieve se urity in the mix-and-mat h proto ol redu ible to the De ision
DiÆe-Hellman (DDH) assumption (see, e.g., [35℄) on the group G over whi h
the omputation takes pla e. To a hieve the best possible eÆ ien y and simpli ity here, however, we additionally invoke the random ora le model (see, e.g.,
[3℄). The asymptoti osts presented in this paper assume mali ious adversarial
behavior.
2.1

Building blo ks

El Gamal ryptosystem: We employ the El Gamal ryptosystem [24℄ as the
basis for our onstru tions. En ryption in the El Gamal ipher takes pla e over
a group2 Gq of prime order q .
Let g be a generator of Gq . This generator is typi ally regarded as a system
parameter, as it may orrespond to multiple key pairs. A private en ryption key
onsists of an integer x 2U Zq , where 2U denotes uniform random sele tion.
The orresponding publi key is de ned to be y = g x . To en rypt a message
m 2 Gq under publi key y, we sele t a 2U Zq , and ompute the iphertext
( ; ) = (my a ; g a ). To de rypt this iphertext using the private key x, we ompute = x = my a =(g a )x = m.
The El Gamal ryptosystem is semanti ally se ure [28℄ under the De ision
DiÆe-Hellman (DDH) assumption over Gq . Informally, this means that an atta ker who sele ts message pair (m0 ; m1 ) is unable to distinguish between enryptions of these two messages with probability signi antly greater than 1/2,
i.e., than a random guess. See [43℄ for details.
Let ( 0 1 ; 0 1 ) = ( 0 ; 0 ) ( 1 ; 1 ). Another useful property of the El
Gamal ryptosystem is the fa t that it possesses a homomorphism under the
operator . In parti ular, observe that if ( 0 ; 0 ) and ( 1 ; 1 ) represent iphertexts orresponding to plaintexts m0 and m1 respe tively, then ( 0 ; 0 ) ( 1 ; 1 )
represents an en ryption of the plaintext m0 m1 . A onsequen e of this homomorphi property is that it is possible, using knowledge of the publi key alone,
to derive a random re-en ryption ( 0 ; 0 ) of a given iphertext ( ; ). This is
a omplished by omputing ( 0 ; 0 ) = ( ; ) ( ; Æ ), where ( ; Æ ) represents an
en ryption of the plaintext value 1. It is possible to prove quite eÆ iently in
zero-knowledge that ( 0 ; 0 ) represents a valid re-en ryption of ( ; ) using, e.g.,
2

Most ommonly, we let p = 2q + 1, and we let Gq be the set of quadrati residues
in Zp . In this setting, plaintexts not in Gq an be mapped onto Gq by appropriate
for ing of the LeGendre symbol, e.g., through multipli ation by a predetermined
non-residue.

a variant of the S hnorr proof of knowledge proto ol [17, 42℄. This proof may also
be made non-intera tive. See [6℄ for an overview. We let ( ; )  ( 0 ; 0 ) denote
equivalen e of underlying plaintexts for ( ; ) and ( 0 ; 0 ), and ( ; ) 6 ( 0 ; 0 )
denote non-equivalen e.
The plaintext 0 has only a degenerate iphertext in the El Gamal ryptosystem. We an represent it by some other plaintext in our proto ol.
Distributed de ryption for El Gamal: A nal useful property of the El Gamal
ipher is that it may easily be onverted into a threshold proto ol. With use of
a distributed key generation proto ol su h as that in [8℄ or [9℄, players generate
a private key x that is held a ording to a t-out-of-n sharing s heme for some
t < n=2. In parti ular, ea h player Pi obtains a private share xi onsisting
of the evaluation of a (t 1)-degree polynomial on, e.g., the value i over an
appropriate eld. To de rypt a iphertext ( ; ), ea h player Pi publishes the
value i = xi , along with a ZK proof of orre t exponentiation, that is, a ZK
proof of knowledge of z su h that logg yi = log i using, e.g., an appropriate

variant on the proto ol des ribed in [13℄. Players then ompute x = ti=1 aiai
t
on t orre t shares f ai gi=1 , where ai is the LaGrange oeÆ ient for the ath
i
share. Assuming use of non-intera tive proofs, with se urity onsequently relying
on the random ora le model, the broad ast round omplexity of the proto ol
is O(1), the message omplexity is O(n) group elements, and the per-player
omputational osts are O(n) exponentiations. We do not provide further details,
but instead refer the reader to, e.g., [25℄, whi h des ribes a threshold DSS s heme
with similar properties.

Q

Proof of knowledge of El Gamal plaintext: Given knowledge of the en ryption
exponent a of an El Gamal iphertext ( ; ) = (my a ; g a ), a player an prove
knowledge of m in zero knowledge. This may be a omplished simply by means
of an (honest-veri er) zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of a su h that = g a
using, e.g., a variant of the S hnorr identi ation proto ol [42℄ with a hallenge
arefully generated jointly by all servers. Soundness may then be based on the
dis rete log problem. The proof of knowledge may also be repla ed with a nonintera tive proto ol through use of Fiat-Shamir te hniques [20℄. In this ase,
the iphertext and a ompanying proof may be regarded as a plaintext-aware
en ryption, and se urity depends additionally on use of the random ora le model.
In this ase, the broad ast round omplexity of this proto ol is O(1), the message
omplexity is O(1) group elements, and the per-player omputational osts are
O(1) exponentiations.
Mix network (MN ): The se ond key tool in our onstru tion is known as a
mix network. This primitive for priva y was introdu ed by Chaum [10℄, and
has re ently re eived onsiderable attention, both in terms of implementation
improvements [1, 32{34, 37℄ and a wide variety of ideas for appli ations, of whi h
some examples may be found in [23, 31, 38, 41℄. Intuitively, a mix network is a
multi-party proto ol that takes as input a list of iphertext items and from this
produ es a new, random list of iphertext items su h that there is a one-to-one

orresponden e between the underlying plaintexts of input and output items. In
other words, the underlying output plaintexts represent a random permutation of
the underlying input plaintexts. The se urity of a mix network is hara terized by
the infeasibility for an adversary of determining whi h output items orrespond
to whi h input items.
While there are many avors of mix network, the type we employ is based
on the El Gamal ipher, and works as follows. An El Gamal publi key y
is published for use by all players, who are assumed to share an authentiated broad ast hannel (or, equivalently, a bulletin board). Some subset of
n players known as mix servers share the orresponding private key a ording to a (t; n)-threshold s heme as des ribed above. Input to the mix network
onsists of a sequen e ( 1 ; 1 ); ( 2 ; 2 ); : : : ; ( k ; k ) of El Gamal iphertexts
posted by the players to the bulletin board.3 The mix servers perform a sequen e of distributed operations on these inputs. The output of the mix network
is a random permutation and re-en ryption of the inputs, namely a sequen e
( 0(1) ; 0 (1) ); ( 0(2) ; 0 (2) ); : : : ; ( 0(k) ; 0 (k) ) where ( 0i ; i0 ) represents a random
re-en ryption of ( i ; i ), and  is a random permutation on k elements.
There are a number of variants on this basi primitive. For example, inputs
to the mix network may be plaintexts, rather than iphertexts; alternatively,
the onverse is possible. Note that these are really just spe ial ases of what is
des ribed here: a plaintext is a degenerate form of iphertext with en ryption
fa tor 0. Another important variant that we employ here is a mix network in
whi h the input onsists of a two-dimensional matrix of iphertexts f( i;j ; i;j )g
for 1  i  k and 1  j  v . The output onsists of a random, blinded permutation of the rows of this matrix, with no alteration of the order of underlying
plaintexts within rows. In other words the output is f( 0(i);j ; 0 (i);j )g for a ran0 ) represents a re-en ryption of
dom permutation  on k elements, where ( 0i;j ; i;j
( i;j ; i;j ). We do not provide details on this extension of the basi mix network
primitive, but simply note that it may be implemented with overhead linear in
the number v of input olumns.
We an base the mix network MN for the mix-and-mat h proto ol on any
of several onstru tions proposed in the literature. For small input sizes, the
onstru tion of Abe [2℄ or the similar onstru tion of Jakobsson and Juels [33℄
is most eÆ ient. Given that these s hemes are publi ly veri able and possess
easily provable se urity properties, we adopt either onstru tion where we must
make expli it referen e to the properties of the mix network in mix and mat h.
The mix networks des ribed in [2℄ and [34℄ have the following properties. They
are se ure, that is, both private and robust, against a stati , a tive adversary
that orrupts t < n=2 mix servers. Let k be the number of input elements.
With underlying intera tive zero-knowledge proof proto ols, i.e., those involving
hallenges arefully generated jointly by the servers, priva y for this proto ol
3

To prevent atta ks involving one player posting a re-en ryption of the iphertext
of another player, it is sometimes ne essary for iphertexts to be en rypted in a
manner that is plaintext aware. This may be a omplished through, e.g., a ZK proof
of knowledge of the dis rete log of for a iphertext ( ; ) (see [32, 43℄).

may be redu ed to the DDH assumption, and proto ol robustness to the dis rete
log problem. By using non-intera tive proof proto ols under the Fiat-Shamir
heuristi [20℄, we introdu e additional dependen e on the random ora le model
for se urity. In this latter ase, the asymptoti broad ast round omplexity is
O(n). The message omplexity is O(nk log k), while the total omputational ost
per server is O(nk log k ) exponentiations.
Distributed plaintext equality test (PET ): Let ( ; ) and ( 0 ; 0 ) be El Gamal
iphertexts with respe tive underlying plaintexts m1 and m2 . In the PET protool, players jointly determine whether m1 = m2 , i.e., whether ( ; )  ( 0 ; 0 ).
Consider the iphertext (;  ) = ( = 0 ; = 0 ). If ( ; )  ( 0 ; 0 ), then (;  )
represents an en ryption of the plaintext integer 1; otherwise, it represents an
en ryption of the quotient m1 =m2 . The idea behind the PET proto ol, therefore,
is to have the parties blind and then de rypt (;  ) in su h a way that the
resulting output is 1 if ( ; )  ( 0 ; 0 ), and a random integer otherwise. Player
Pi blinds (;  ) by raising ea h element in the pair to a random exponent zi 2
Zq . This form of blinding leaves the plaintext inta t if it is equal to 1 and
randomizes it otherwise. The players then ombine their blinded shares and
perform a distributed de ryption on the resulting iphertext. The proto ol is as
follows:

1. Ea h player Pi sele ts zi 2U Zq . She publishes a Pedersen ommitment [39℄
Ci = gzi hri to zi , where h is a generator su h that logg h is unknown to any
oalition of servers and ri 2U Zq is sele ted by Pi .
2. Ea h player omputes (i ; i ) = (zi ;  zi ) and broad asts it.
3. Ea h player Pi proves to the other players that (i ; i ) is well formed relative
to the ommitment Ci . In parti ular, she provides a zero-knowledge proof
of knowledge of a pair (zi ; ri ) 2 Zq2 su h that Ci = g zi hri and i = zi and
i =  zi . This may be a omplished eÆ iently using appropriate variants on
proto ols elaborated in [13, 17℄.
4. The players jointly de rypt ( ; Æ ) = ( ni=1 i ; ni=1 i ).
5. If the resulting plaintext is 1, then the players on lude that ( ; )  ( 0 ; 0 ).
Otherwise, they on lude that ( ; ) 6 ( 0 ; 0 ).

Q

Q

If any player is found to be deviating from the proto ol, that player is ex luded
from further parti ipation.
Like the other building blo ks presented here, PET is minimal knowledge
under the DDH assumption. By \minimal knowledge", we mean that players
learn nothing beyond whether or not ( ; )  ( 0 ; 0 ). To be more pre ise, even
given mali ious adversarial behavior (su h as refusal of servers to parti ipate
in step 3), the distribution of proto ol trans ripts may be simulated by any
entity that knows whether or not ( ; )  ( 0 ; 0 ). The simulated trans ript
is indistinguishable from a orre t one under the DDH assumption. Under the
dis rete log problem, it is infeasible for any adversary ontrolling t < n=2 servers
to ause a server to deviate from the proto ol without dete tion. Assuming nonintera tive proof proto ols with se urity in the random ora le model, the proto ol

may be exe uted with O(1) broad ast rounds, with a message omplexity of O(n)
group elements. The omputational osts per player are O(n) exponentiations.4
The PET algorithm is the tool that enables us to perform omparisons between en rypted values input to gates and en rypted values in blinded tables.
In other words, it is the basi tool for lookups in blinded tables.

3 The Mix and Mat h Proto ol
We are now ready to des ribe in detail our main proto ol, the mix-and-mat h
s heme. Re all that players must agree in advan e on a representation of the
target fun tion f as a ir uit Cf . Let us suppose that this ir uit onsists of N
gates, denoted by G1 ; G2 ; : : : ; GN . We may assume, without loss of generality,
that the numbering of gates is su h that every gate Gi+1 has ir uit depth at least
that of Gi . Thus, evaluation of gate values may pro eed in order of index number.
For simpli ity of presentation, we assume that all gates Gi are binary, i.e., ea h
gates has two inputs and one output, all of whi h are bit values. We also assume
that the fun tion f is binary, i.e., the output is a single bit. We let gate GN
be the output gate for f . We later give a brief des ription of how to extend the
des ribed s heme to non-binary gates and fun tions f quite straightforwardly.
Let us denote the sequen e of input bits of player i by Bi = fb1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bk g.
Thus, the aim of the proto ol is for players to ompute f (B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bn ) without
revealing any additional information about any of B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bn . Let us denote
the lookup table orresponding to gate Gi by Ti . As we assume that gates are
binary, table Ti ontains three olumns and four rows; the rst two olumns
represent input bit values, and the third, the orresponding output bit. Table 1,
for example, depi ts the logi al table orresponding to an AND gate. This is, of
ourse, just a standard truth table.

left right output
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1

Figure 1. Logi al table representing an AND gate

We let Ti [u; v ℄ represent the value in row u and olumn v of table Ti . We
denote by T i the blinded, permuted table yielded by appli ation of MN to Ti .
We present our mix-and-mat h proto ol in terms of four steps:
4

Pedersen ommitments are in luded here for te hni al reasons, namely to aid in
se urity proofs for the proto ol. Under the random ora le assumption on hash fun tion h, we an have ea h player Pi instead publish a ommitment Ci = h(i ; i ), and
subsequently have all players de ommit. This redu es proto ol osts by a signi ant
onstant fa tor.

Ea h player ontributing input to f broad asts El Gamal
en ryptions of her input bits Bi under the publi key y . (Note that as the
integer 0 has only a degenerate iphertext in the El Gamal ryptosystem, it
is onvenient to represent a '0' bit by the plaintext g 1 and a '1' bit by the
plaintext g .) Players prove knowledge of the asso iated plaintexts.
2. Mixing: Players apply the mix network MN to the tables fTi g under publi
key y . Ea h player in turn mixes all tables. The output is the set of blinded
tables T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T N .
3. Mat hing: For gates G1 ; G2 ; : : : ; GN in order, the players do the following. Let li (left) and ri (right) be the iphertext input values to gate Gi .
The players use PET in order to ompare the pair (li , ri ) with ea h row
u in T i until a mat h is found. For ea h row u, the players he k whether
PET (li ; T i [u; 1℄) = 1 and PET (ri ; T i [u; 2℄) = 1. If both he ks hold, then the
players determine that the en rypted output value oi of gate Gi is T i [u; 3℄.
The players do this for u = 1; 2; 3; and then 4 until a mat h is found.
4. Output: After evaluating the last gate, GN , the players obtain oN , a iphertext en rypting f (B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bn ). They jointly de rypt this iphertext
value to reveal the output of the fun tion f .
1.

Input proto ol:

If a player has provided an invalid input iphertext ( ; ), i.e., a iphertext
whose plaintext does not represent a bit, then the mat hing step as applied to
that iphertext will fail. In other words, no mat hing row will be found. This will
reveal the invalidity of the input to parti ipating players. An alternative strategy
to identify invalid inputs is for players to provide validity proofs along with their
inputs. Let ( ; ) be a iphertext input in whi h a '0' bit is represented by the
plaintext value g 1 , and a '1' bit is represented by the plaintext value g . Su h
a proof then takes the form of a proof of knowledge of (z j =g = y z ; = g z ) or
(z 0 j g = y z ; = g z ). See [6, 17℄ for des riptions of how to onstru t disjun tive
and onjun tive proofs of knowledge eÆ iently.
If players determine that a player Pi parti ipating in the fun tion evaluation
proto ol has heated or failed, they expel him from the proto ol, a ording to
standard pra ti e in the literature for threshold se urity proto ols. They then
rewind and re ompute as ne essary. Due to spa e limitations, we do not prove
se urity results, but simply state that our mix-and-mat h onstru tion meets
the se urity requirements formalized by Canetti [7℄ for se ure multiplayer proto ols. The intera tive variant does this in a omputational sense, i.e., there is
an ideal pro ess adversary apable of produ ing a simulation indistinguishable
from a real one under the DDH assumption. The non-intera tive variant depends
additionally on use of the random ora le model.
0

0

As explained above, it is easy to extend the mix-and-mat h proto ol to non-binary gates Gi . For Gi to take as input a j -tuple of values, we
onstru t Ti su h that olumns 1; 2; : : : ; j ontain input values. (We in rease the
number of rows orrespondingly to 2j .) On evaluating Gi , we ompare the input
tuple with the rst j olumns of a given row in T i . For Gi to yield multiple
output values, it suÆ es to have the output olumn in Ti arry multiple values.
Extensions:

Input or output values an be made non-binary simply by formulating the entries in Ti appropriately. Additionally, the ir uit for f an have multiple output
gates, requiring simply that players perform multiple de ryptions in the nal
step of the mix-and-mat h proto ol.
The set of players providing inputs to f in step 1 may be distin t or arbitrarily
overlapping with the set of players performing the se ure omputation. We see
this prin iple at work in our au tion proto ol in se tion 4. Similarly, sin e the set
of players performing the mixing operation need have knowledge only of y and
not x, this set may be disjoint from the set of players performing the mat hing.
Remarks:
{

{

{

3.1

The multipli ative homomorphism property of the El Gamal ipher allows
for se ure multipli ation of plaintext values at the ost of a single modular
multipli ation. This observation may often be exploited to redu e the ost of
the proto ol. For example, if the left and right input bits to an AND gate are
iphertexts li and ri respe tively, ea h with plaintext value g 1 (representing
a '0' bit) or g (representing a '1' bit), then the produ t li ri will have one
of three orresponding plaintexts, g 2 , 1, or g 2 . We an thus ondense the
AND gate to in lude only three rows.
One means of redu ing the number of gates is to use the El Gamal variant
proposed by Franklin and Haber [22℄ for use in se ure multiparty omputation. This is an El Gamal ryptosystem in whi h -1 and 1 are both valid
plaintexts. In onsequen e of the multipli ative homomorphism of El Gamal,
it is possible for players to ompute XOR non-intera tively with this s heme.
It may easily be seen that the trans ripts of all players' proofs onstitute a
publi ly veri able proof of the orre tness of the omputation.
Performan e

The full proto ol in the random ora le model, i.e., with non-intera tive proofs,
may be a hieved in O(n + d) broad ast rounds, where d is the depth of the iruit Cf . As players invoke MN on e per gate and PET a onstant number of
times per gate, the overall message omplexity is O(nN ) group elements, while
the omputational omplexity per player is likewise O(nN ) exponentiations. As
noted above, mix and mat h an be implemented with use of intera tive proofs
using, e.g., te hniques in [16℄, thereby eliminating the random ora le assumption as a se urity requirement at the expense of slightly higher proto ol osts.
Asymptoti osts in the non-intera tive mix-and-mat h proto ol are on a par
with the best ontemporaneous results, su h as [16, 30℄. It is important to note,
though, that these latter two results a hieve full eld operations for ea h gate.
(The result in [16℄ is in the omputational model with an assumed broad ast
hannel, and tolerates an adversary in ontrol of any minority oalition. The
s heme in [30℄ is in the private hannels model with se urity for t < n=3.)

4 Au tions
We now show how to apply mix and mat h to the onstru tion of an au tion
proto ol. We onsider two, possibly overlapping sets of parti ipants, m bidders,
denoted by A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; Am , and n servers, denoted by P1 ; P2 ; : : : ; Pn . All parti ipants are assumed to share an authenti ated broad ast hannel. We a hieve
the following properties in our proposed s heme:
1. Non-intera tivity: Bidders submit bids in a non-intera tive fashion. That is,
they broad ast their bids to the servers, but need not parti ipate subsequently in the au tion proto ol ex ept to learn the out ome.
2. Au tion adaptability: Our au tion proto ol is readily adaptable with little
overhead to a range of au tion types, su h as highest-pri e au tions and Vi krey au tions, as well as to related non-au tion pro edures, su h as polling.
3. Full priva y: The only information revealed at the on lusion of the au tion
is that essential to publi exe ution of resulting transa tions. In a highestpri e au tion, for example, only the winning bid and the identity of the
winning bidder are revealed.
4. Robustness: An adversary onsisting of a oalition of bidders or a minority oalition of servers annot disrupt the au tion proto ol or undermine
the priva y guarantees. (The servers are simply players as des ribed in the
mix-and-mat h s heme above, so that the omputation a hieves the same
robustness and se urity hara teristi s.)
5. Multiple servers: Our au tion proto ol a ommodates an arbitrary number
of servers and a range of trust models on these servers.
6. Publi veri ability: The proof trans ripts of the au tion servers are publi ly
veri able. That is, any player (and indeed, any external entity) an verify
the orre tness of the au tion exe ution without trust in the au tion servers.
The prin iple drawba k of our s heme is the intensive ommuni ation it requires
among servers. Given that this may o ur in a manner that is oine from the
perspe tive of bidders, however, it does not pose a serious pra ti al limitation.
In prin iple, it is possible to a hieve the above set of properties with use of
any general se ure multiparty omputation te hnique and any threshold publi key ryptosystem. The most diÆ ult property to a hieve in pra ti e is that of
non-intera tivity. One method is as follows. Given an appropriate ir uit representation for the omputation, bidders submit iphertext bids whi h the the
servers de ompose into shares using their private shares of the iphertext key.
This approa h, however, is rather ineÆ ient, as the ir uit must be very large.
Another, more eÆ ient approa h to building a non-intera tive proto ol is for
a bidder to make the sharing impli it in her bid. The bidder submits veri able
se ret sharings of the omponent bits of her bid, along with iphertexts of the
shares. These iphertexts may be en rypted under the keys of the individual
servers, or under a shared key. In the latter ase, the iphertexts may be dire tively de rypted, i.e., de rypted for a unique re ipient. This approa h, while

fairly pra ti al, is still umbersome. The bidder must, at a minimum, know how
many servers are parti ipating, and, to a hieve a pra ti al s heme, must submit
nk iphertexts, where k is the number of bits omposing her bid. Additionally,
as noted above, we believe that mix and mat h is quite ompetitive with other
se ure fun tion evaluation proto ols for appli ations, like au tions, involving intensive bitwise manipulation.
In onsequen e of the diÆ ulties involved in deploying standard general seure fun tion evaluation te hniques, a number of se ure proto ols have been
proposed in the literature that are spe ially tailored for au tions. One of the
earliest of these is the s heme of Franklin and Reiter [21℄. This s heme is not
fully private, in the sense that it only ensures the on dentiality of bids until
the end of the proto ol (although the authors mention a fully private variant).
Some more re ent s hemes in lude those of Harkavy, Tygar, and Kiku hi [29℄,
Ca hin [5℄, Sako [40℄, Di Cres enzo [19℄, and Naor, Pinkas, and Sumner [36℄. The
Harkavy et al. s heme is fully priva y preserving, but involves intensive bidder
involvement [29℄, and is not easily adaptable to di erent au tion types or to
related proto ols. The s heme of Ca hin involves two servers, and requires some
ommuni ation among bidders. At the end of the proto ol, a list of bidders is
obtained, but not the bid amounts. The s heme of Di Cres enzo [19℄ requires no
ommuni ation between bidders, and has low round omplexity, but involves the
parti ipation of only a single server. The s heme of Sako [40℄ works on a di erent prin iple from these others, involving opening of bids in what is e e tively a
priva y-preserving Dut h-style au tion. While eÆ ient for small au tions, it involves osts linear in the range of possible bids, and does not allow for extension
to se ond-pri e and other au tion types. The s heme of Naor et al. [36℄ is the
rst to seek to a hieve the rst four au tion properties enumerated above.5
4.1

A mix-and-mat h au tion proto ol

We now present our au tion proto ol, a hieving all six of the properties enumerated above. We des ribe an ar hite ture for exe uting highest-bid au tions,
although variants su h as Vi krey au tions may be a hieved through simple modi ations imposing minimal additional overhead. Let Bi = bi(k) ; bi(k 1) ; : : : ; b(1)
i
be a bitwise representation of the bid Bi of bidder Ai . Let E [b℄ represent the
El Gamal en ryption of a given bit b. To avoid umbersome details, we use
somewhat loose notation here, and also do not onsider the asso iation of user
identities with bids. Also for the sake of simpli ity, we assume that there are no
ties between bids. The proto ol is as follows.
1. Ea h bidder Ai submits her bid onsisting of El Gamal iphertexts E [bi(k) ℄;
E [bi(k 1) ℄; : : : ; E [b(1)
i ℄ along with proofs of knowledge of the asso iated plaintexts. Let E [Bi ℄ denote the k -tuple of iphertexts representing the submitted
bid of Ai . (This submission E [Bi ℄ may be also digitally signed by Ai .)
5

A se urity aw whi h we do not have spa e to des ribe here, however, allows one of
the servers to tamper with bids in this proto ol.

2. For ea h pair of en rypted bids, players do the following:
{ Servers apply a mix-and-mat h-based millionaires' problem proto ol to
pairs of en rypted bids (E [Bi ℄; E [Bj ℄). Let E [w℄ denote the iphertext
out ome of the omparison on the bid pair (E i ; E j ). Here w = 1 if bid i
is higher and w = 1 if bid j is higher.6
{ Servers onstru t a two-row table T in whi h the rst row ontains the
pair ( 1; E [Bi ℄), and the se ond row ontains the pair (1; E [Bj ℄). Thus
ea h row ontains k + 1 olumns. Players mix T to obtain blinded table
T . Thus T onsists of rows (E [ 1℄; E [Bi ℄) and (E [1℄; E [Bj ℄) in a random
order, where E [Bi ℄ and E [Bj ℄ denote re-en ryptions of iphertexts E [Bi ℄
and E [Bj ℄.
{ Servers mat h w against the rst olumn entries of T . When they nd
a mat h, they output the iphertext bid in the orresponding row. This
will be E [Bi ℄ if w = 1 and E [Bj ℄ if w = 1.
3. Servers repeat the previous step following a tennis tournament format until
only the iphertext E [Bt ℄ of a winning bid remains.
4. Servers jointly de rypt the winning bid E [Bt ℄.
Many variants of this basi s heme are possible. For example, to handle ties,
players might exe ute a sorting algorithm based on pairwise omparisons, rather
than a tennis tournament. In this ase, we must enfor e a se ret, random tiebreaking me hanism for omparisons between equal bids. On e an ordered list
is obtained, it suÆ es to ompare bids from highest to lowest until all highest
bids are identi ed. We leave further details to the reader.
Assuming use of the publi ly veri able mix network proposed in [2, 34℄ and
orre t server behavior, it may easily be seen that the asymptoti omputational
ost of the proto ol des ribed above is O(knm) exponentiations per server, while
the message omplexity is also O(knm). With the use of fast workstations, a
rude estimate suggests that for m = 100; n = 5; and k = 20, i.e., for 100
bidders, 5 servers, and bids ranging values ranging from 1 to just over 1,000,000,
an au tion may be ondu ted in under 3 minutes on fast workstations.
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